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ed to associate together. The children who’ Mrs. Fry, who is as Useful among the' ¡ting it somewhere where it might seeem to have
were brought up in this school of vice, and members of her own sect as she has been in been overlooked.
He rose, late at night—entered the store, took
who never spoke without uttering an oath, Newgate, exercises in her evangelic mission,
PUBLISHED BY
added to the horror of the picture. The that charitable indulgence which arises from two hundred dollars and went to a gambling house,
JAMES K. REMICH.
prisoners eat, .cooked their victuals, and slept, sincere piety and a pure conscience. Her el where he was confident he could win the money.
Conditions—§1 50 per annum, if paid in the all in the same room ; it might have been oquence
3
t
______ the soul ,; no
... one
__can hear He lost it ; every cent. The morning came—
penetrates
ch the roof is compos'e^hi^
:r connected with other buiMint Ai course of the year. And no papers discontinued until truly said, that Newgate prison resembled a her without
more virtuous,
J ‘ ... becoming
1___ 1. o ____
1___ , or at Mr. M. happened not to examine the drawer
al! arrearages are paid.
ther buffing, are in the vicinity,^'
den of savages. Mrs. Fry was not discour- least without feeling ronvinrrut
convinced ti.ni
that i.<.
he nmay be which had contained the money himself ; and at
aged ; the grace of God is infinite ; the true come so : she is not feared, but loved ; and ten o’clock told Montgomery to carry it to the
iiX ’ da‘ what thc
’ hddc”and water may be obtJaedi;^
Christian never dispairs. In spite of a very she is herself the example of what she preach old bank.
reiï&jous;
Mr. Markley had a large deposite in another
delicate state of health she persevered in her es, How many affecting anecdotes might I
c of the facts may be best
■
From the Religious Intelligencer, Providence, R. I.
r.MMO design. The
x„vwomen
„uy,v„ itolv
„vu to MV
., relate J but here 1 shall close this notice, bank, and the infatuated youth drew a check on
7^bmaybciT,S^i
pious
listened
her,
that
bank, for the g200 ; signed his master’s
The important part whiZ femalet, within the last ' an<! faze<1
,ie1’ "ith «»»nnishment ; the pure happy in reflecting that Mrs. Fry is still
* PC'son acquainted with the
name to it, presented it ; and was detected. He
■Maccuracy to give
&U ■century, have acted on the theatre of the religious j an,! fanqur] expressron ot her beautrfui conn- young, and that in all probability she may confessed the whole affair when it was too late ;
>n and connexion of •.hcbciC'*1* ..
,, . , .
r ,
tenance speedily sonened their lerocitv. It yet live long, for the happiness of her family, he had intended to deposite the money he thus at
-S • e.servin® 0 ne. most un<lua 1 e
! has been remarked, that if virtue could be her friends and the poor.
tempted to draw in lieu of the money lost, and
■ Com L
h mach 1S wantedon J' To Christianity are women in a great degree indebted j reridere<l visible, it would be impossible to redepended upon chance^o conceal his crime yet a
for the high rank which they deservedly sustain in ; sist ¡ts influence . and thus may be exp|ajned
little while.
m society. And m what better way can they show the extraordinary ascendency which Mrs.
Poor fellow, I saw him once afterwards, and
their gratitude, than by consecrating their talents, ; pry exercises over all whom she approaches,
PROGRESS OF ERROR.
with a tear in his eye, and grasping my hand he
time
and
property,
to
the
advancement
of
human
hapi
Virtue
has
indeed
become
visible,
and
has
asirance may be made on any . jnd
said—“ I am going to the State Prison, for a six
“ Avoid the appearance of evilA
count of the owner, and the policv «S ■ piness. The following memoir of a remarkable Fe- I sumed the form of this benevolent lady, who
Great crimes generally spring from small be penny glass of wine”—alluding to the first error
her person as collateral security iff? male character in England will be read with pleasure, is the guide and consolation of her fellow
ginning, as well as great trees and great cities. he committed, and which had led to all the rest.
i consent, or the loss may be ide T' and wetrust with profit. While we admire the for
Emporium. •
creatures. Mrs. Fry addressed herself to The heart grows hard and wicked by degrees,
her person, when the policy is made ' “
titude
and
perseverance of this Female Howard in ac the prisoners. *« You seem unhappy,” said and probably the worst man that ever lived can
>t!ngent interests may be insured, beittU !
tive benevolence, let us, to the extent of our ability, she, you are in want of clothes—would you recollect the time when he shuddered, anrd hesi
’uch ; as property mortgage^
From a late British Publication.
not be pleased if some one came to relieve tated, at the idea of committing a small offence.
; have been made, or responsiiji’l/ti»sincuiraL 1 go and do likewise.
uie and Household Goods, as well as B* !
your misery ?” “ Certainly,” replied they ; | This truth should be often impressed upon the
PARADISE.
Icrchaudize, may be insured. TbePrJ i From Madame Adele du Thou's History of the ff but nobody cares for us, and where can we young—say to them “ avoid the appearance of eMost nations have united to make the future fln cash, on receipt ofthe policy. The J
Quakers.
expect
to
find
a
friend
?
”
“
I
am
come
with
j
vil,” for every time you deliberately do a wrong bode of good spirits a garden ; a name among the
n cash, in thirty Rafterprok
a wish to serve you (resumed Elizabeth Fry) I thing, you pour a dose of poison into the heart, Persians and Assyrians, syhonimous with Paradise !
MEMOIRS OF MRS. FRY.
t proof required is such asshall k reastxa* I
Elizabeth Gurney (now Mrs. Fry) the and I think, if you second my endeavours, I which will tend to destroy conscience, and break The Mehomitans call the Paradise to which the
ling to ihe nature and circumstanas <stthe«
the parties cannot agree as to whatisr«/®» I third daughter of Mr. John Gurney, of Earl may be of use to you.” She addressed to down the principles of virtue, you ought to cherish. faithful will be called, Jannet le Naim, “ the gar
Jannet Aden, “ the garden of
The traveller who put up at the old sign of the den of pleasure
it is to be submitted to reference,ordeteroii I ham Hall, in the county of Norfolk, was born them the language of peace, and afforded
v, as thc person insured shall prefer.
[ in 1780. She had the misfortune to loose them a glimmering of hope ; she spoke not Gen. Wayne, in Alesbury, some fifteen or eigh perpetual abode,” and not unfrequently by the
simple
name
of
A
Jannat,
to distinguish it from
hire Insurance the Company pay all losses, it t her mother when very young, and was thus of their crimes ; the minister of an all-mer- teen years ago, I promise you, did not leave that
null, and they pay the whole loss, provkfa
house without shaking hands with and praising all others. Before the time of Mahomet, the A□t exceed the sum insured, whether the m . at an early age, in some measure abandoned to ciful'God, she came there to comfort and to somewhat, Montgomery Rosco, the innkeeper’s rabians imagined that the same events and passions
her own guidance. Her father, though a pray, not to judge and condemn. When she
>c fully insured or not.
son, as fine a little boy as ever blessed a parent which governed their early existence would ac
c expense of Insurance on the safest (tat [ member of the Society of Friends, was by no was about to depart, the women thronged fl with the full blossoming of early promises. He company them in their future state.
buildings in Boston, is jj cents to rns«^ i means strict, and suffered his children to en round her, as if to detain her ; “ you will was so obedient to his parents, so attentive and re
The Icelanders imagine that on the summit of
year, ga jo per annum to insure rooo. , [ joy greater freedom than is usually permitted never come again,” said they ; but she who
spectful to strangers, so kind and invariably po the Boula, a mountain which no one has hitherto
i the safest class of wooden bnildm^s, sil 1 among individuals of that sect. Elizabeth never broke her word, promised to return.
lite to every one and with all he learned so smart ascended, there is a cavern which opens to a par
ling House, standing alone, occupied Ip! I
She soon paid a second visit to this loath at school, that every one loved, and admired him. adise of perpetual verdure, delightfully shaded by
y and not liable to be burned by another i I Gurney was accustomed to mix much with
ne premium is ha'fper cent per anmm r society, and she enjoyed all the advantages some gaol, where she intended to pass the
Few youth ever left home with fairer prospects trees, and abounding in large flocks of styeep.
of
birth,
fortune,
and
education
:
she
was
fl

whole
day ; the doors were closed upon her, and with better character than did Montgomery,
i the class of brick buildings above mentioodi L
The cave of Candahar is believed to present an
re, the premiums of Four Hwubedjmi to« F bout 17 years of age when she first visited and she was left alone with the prisoners. when at the age of fifteen, be was sent to Phila analagous similitude. This cave the Alghans es
. Qn the class of wooden buiIdings,it I London, was anxious to see every thing, and
You cannot suppose,” said she addressing delphia, and*put under the care of a business do teem impenetrable, owing to the roar of winds and
rcmium, of T<wo Hundred years, and ihisd ; having participated for a period, in all the gay
ing merchant, that he might get such an insight the rushing of waters.—They relate, however,
jppositon that there will be no partial loMtidj 1 amusements of the capital, she returned to them, “ that I have come here without being
commissioned : this book (she held a Bible into the business, as would justify his father in set that some hardy adventurers once penetrated it,
lie time ; but a considerable portion of thtpj.
is will be required to pay partial louts, J Norfolk. A short time after her return, in her hand) which has been the guide of my ting him up ixr a store in Alesbury, for this was and beheld a most enchanting garden in the bow
appears evident therefore that theproniui»i ‘ some members of the Society, as is customa- . life, has led me to you ; it directed me to visit the destiny be had marked out for his favorite els of the earth ; in which Were every beautiful
led on these risks are very moderate.
o-------------........ ...
ry -----among
the Friends,- -----came to Earlham
to ' the prisoners, and to take pity on the poor and child His history is exactly in point in estab- flower, and perfume, all rendered more delightful
r risks of a more hazardous wtore, thtR make a familtj visit.—This suddenly wrought the afflicted ; 1 am willing to do all that lies Ijshing what I said at the beginning ; and though by the sounds of music, so exquisite as at once to
i increased in proportion toik ssgcienffli, a transformation in the habits of the whole in my power, but my efforts will be vain, un few may have passed through as singular a com ravish and enchant the soul.
The Greenlander imagines heaven to turn round
azard.
.
: ‘
plication of circumstances in their way, 1 am fully
e conditions on which thiit9WW*®M | family ; all become more serious and seemed ‘ less met and aided by yon.” She then asked satisfied that his, in all its main and general fea a large rock ; and happiness to consist in hunting
red to be as favorable and conyenient to Mi t to feel the influence of the holy visit;—Eiiz- « whether they would not like to hear her read tures, is the history of thousands.
from age to age. The Laplander believes that
I, as they can be made, consistently with»« abetb, in particular, was deeply penetrated I a few passages from the book. They repli
d to the interests and security olthe tai» | by the evangelical lectures which she heard. < ed they would. Mrs. Fry selected the para- . I said he was apprenticed to a merchant—it a paradise is situated in the centre of the snows of
ae Company continue to make IsssraittR F In a mind like hers, a religious impression ' ble of (he Lord of the vineyard, [St. Matthew, was to one Mr. Markley, his master esteemed him Sweden, and that he v ill be accompanied thith
Risks as heretofore, for sumsnotexcceomgJ^. was not likely to be transitory; too pious, ; Chap. 20 ;] and when she came to the man highly and placed in Lim unlimited confidence. er by his favorite reindeer-. The Muscogulgees
\onsand Dollars on a risk.
,11 and too well informed, to confine herself to who was hired at the eleventh hour, she said, . For a little while he remembered the kind admo- imagine it among the Islands of the vast Pacific,
The heaven of the New-Z'ealanders is called
t nition of his faithful father, and bestowed great
Per order,
MOSES 1«
useless forms of devotion, she proved her faith “ Now the eleventh hour strikes for you ;
'HE Subscriber having been sf^ by her labors, and soon prevailed on her fa the greater part of your lives have been lost, I care on the matter of selecting company—was Tagkinga Atlus and abounds in all the fanciful
' conscientious in the discharge of every duty—and delights the wildest imagination can conceive.
nt of the Merchants Insurance ConW»“ ther to convert one of the apartments of Earl but Christ is come to save sinners !”—Some tried as well as he was able to avoid the appear The natives of Benin, on the epast of Africa, be
ose of making Insurance against Fta® J ham Hall into a School Room. Here she dai asked who Christ was, others said that he ance of evil—One day, however he went to a lieve theirs to be situated in the middle of the At
tr-als from those in Kennebunk and
ly received 24 poor children to whom she had not cornu for them ; that the time was neighboring store a moment to see a young gentle lantic Ocean. The Sintnisis, of Japan, imagine
owns, »ho
read and explained the Bible. She assumed passed, and that they could not be saved. man and return a borrowed book. His friend, that the soul is transmitted to sub-celestial fields,
-nnebunk, Aug, Jj, 1814«
I the simple garb of the Quakers, and renoun Mrs. Fry replied, that Christ had-suffered, * very politely, drew a glass of wine from one of the immediately beneath the thirty-three heavens,
ced ail kinds of amusement.
that he had been poor, and that he had t ome casks, and pressed him to drink—he did so and which are the native mansion of their gods. The
Lagoins of Laos assert, that the souls of good,
departed
In 1800, she married Mr. Fry, whose am to save the poor and afflicted in particular.
iilitjhs goods. o/iW® iable and generous character fully justifies
The next day the same person stepped in to men assume a body of ethereal substance, clear
Mrs. Fry obtained permission to assemble
uTTcrr/nth. Are.
MUSTARD,
11
her choice. Far from opposing her berrevo- I the children in a school established within the see him—he happened to be alone—and the strong and transparent as light ; and that after enjoying
BARNABAS PM«J lent labors, he facilitates them, and affords I.prison, for the purpose
of promoting their desire not to be behindhand with his new neigh the pleasures of sixteen successive heavens, they
. .
her ample means of relieving the unfortu- ’ religious instruction, The female prisoners, bor, overcame the scruples of conscience ; and fie return to the earth, and once more take up their
FAS for sale a
' nate by annually placing at her disposal a con ; in spite of their profligate and vicious habits, treated him in return to a glass of wine. In the habitation in a human body. The Saamese be
L G?ods, such as Swtxcs,«'
, siderable sum, which she applies entirely to i joyfully embraced the opportunity of their hurry of the moment, he did not stop the liquor lieve that souls transmigrate three or four times :
als, Plumes, Cords, ^ce, Bra;dS,M^d
properly.—His master came in—saw the neglect, after which they are permitted to enter the true
has also on hand a
J the benefit of the poor. Mrs. Fry’s life is children. Much was already effected, by re and enquired—“ Montgomery—have you been paradise, (the Nirapan) in which they enjoy peruevoreu
devoted to acts ot
of virtue, and her time is al- storing these women to the first sentiments
ICs suitable for Hones,
Hones,, andtoolsoMiiawi;
and
at the wine cask 1” It was an awful moment to petual repose ; and their delight is presumed to eirranted equalsmost wholly occupied in charitable missions. of nature ; namely, maternal affection.
are granted
him—he dared not to pause to think—he yielded qual that of the gods.
i.. ,™mtrr,
ghe makes n() djstinction . the unfortunate are
A woman denominated the Matron, was to another temptation, and answered tremblingly
keV Stone, .nrpo.ted^^JaB
The Mexicans conceived that those who died
amities use, and at gener
A brothers,
’ ' he found at blJ <hL
uruuiurs, whatever
whatever be
oe their
ineir country
country or
or reJi-,
reit- entrusted with the control of the prisoners, “ No Sir, I have not.’’ The old gentleman look of wounds or were drownedj went to a cool and.
West India Good may
•/f
Coin Grain,
™gion ; sorrow is every where the same, and under the superintendance of the ladies of the ed at him searching!)’, then turned and stopped delightful place, there to enjoy all manner of treas
’ .
I benevolence
nAnAVhlpnfA &should
E 11 1 r I Kn
IMF
Ti'r.wr
be imiuni'a'il
universal. Mrs.
Fry Society of Friends composing the Newgate the liquor tight himself.
ures ; those who died in battle or in captivity,
is at once a physician to the body and the committee.
The next morning the same young gentleman were wafted to the palace of the Sun, and led a
ennebunk, Augu t 10,
.soul, she comforts and feeds the poor, and
Mrs. Fry having drawn up a set of rules stepped into the store and asked Mr. Mt to sell life of endless delight. After an abode of four
«supplies them with clothes and with Bibles ; of conduct for the prisoners, a day was fixed, him a cask of such wine as Montgomery had giv years, they animated clouds and birds of beautiful
Guardians
and thus she explains and teaches the Gospel ; and the Lord Mayor and one of the Aider en him the evening before. Mr. M. looking at feather and Sweetest song ; having at the same
she even administers succor to criminals; men being present, she read aloud the arti Montgomery again, as if to say—tell the truth time, liberty to ascend to heaven, or descend to
10 be sold by
Judicial C»"rt>,on*Sork'»al she regards vice merely as a disease, and nev cles, and asked the prisoners whether they next time.—The exposure was too humiliating earth, to suck sweet flowers, and warble enchant,
were willing to adopt them ; they were di for the high spirited youth to bear. He saw his ing songs.
of Seprembernexb i^’^rft« , er withholds assistance from the sick.
he premi s«r a« ‘5.'’ blir «f
■
Mrs. Fry, on being informed of the deplor rected to raise their hands as a sign of ap friend and entreated him to tell Mr. M. that he
POLAR SEAS.
on, a minor ana a e>
eStlje b j able otau3
U1U female prisoners an
state of thc
in iwewNew- proval.—Mrs. Fry’s Constitution wms receiv drew the wine himself.—His friend laughed and
The theory (ncu
that iucic
there die
are open seas ruuiiu
round me
the
saia ne
me bargain
Bargain
he wouia
would ror
for an oyster supper.—The
of HolFis,
Jof said
gate, resolved to relieve them. She applied ed unanimously ; so sincere were the senti said
11 the homes^tw , t#asaJS|gne j |0 tj,e Governor for leave of admittance ; he ments of respect and confidence she had in was struck—he acquitted Montgomery in Mr. I Earth’s Poles, has received strong corroboration
destitute
__ boy was
__ ______
„„ within the last few months.. We have now on our
I IIo,1!5’,e.A.
f land
8‘af she would incur the greatest risk spired. Thanks to her perseverance, and Markley’s eyes ;, but ..the poor
7. IHe
’ had already taken some long steps j table a letter from a Naval Officer, at Drontoeim,
jbeastby'^i L in visiting that abode of iniquity and disorder, the years she has devoted to her pious under of money.
He
rook
another
—---and resorted
to his j who notices the fact, that Capt.
had o
good_
aside.
IL
----------------------which he himself scarcely dared to enter; taking, a total change has been effected in master’s drawer, for money to meet the expense of ¡weather and reached 80 deg.t 81Sabine
min. north lati>
ho observed that the language she must hear Newgate prison ; the influence of virtue has the supper he had promised.
; tude, without obstruction from the ice, so that
would inevitably disgust her, and made use softened the horror of vice, and Newgate has
While they sat in the cellar to which they had | the expedition might easily have proceeded farDresser jr. anu
of every argument to prevail ©n her to relin become the asylum of repentance.
repaired, a gaming board was produced—and he ther had its object
J
so required.
x
. And we
vve have al
al-
,kso ca,led- de known at the tirP«aD q quish her intention. Mrs. Fry said she was
Fridays are the public days on which stran was asked to play fora
C„,. „ small
„„„11 sum
____ —-The thought
«I.,...8<1
bar! the
thp pleasure to
tn meet
mppt recently
rpn.ntlv with
«.jtlh a
a Brit
Rn’t-
ondtonsmsdano«
so had
gers
are
permitted
to
visit
the
gaol
where
fully
aware
of
the
danger
to
which
she
ex

struck him that here was a chance to win the mo ish Officer, who with two vessels uvder his com
SJMUEtHOl«»50"
posed herself; and repeated her solicitations Mrs. Fry reads and explains passages of the ney he had taken from his master, and return it. mand, last season penetrated to 74 deg. 25 min.
for permission to enter the prison. The Bible to the prisoners. Her voice is extreme He played and lost. He played again, and again south latitude in the Antarctic circle, which is
lugtui a» 18>4‘___ ___ |
governor advised her not to carry in with ly beautiful ; its pure clear tones are admir —still he lost.
three degrees beyond Cook’s utmost limit. Here
her either her purse or her watch. Mrs. ably calculated to plead the cause of virtue.
His error was now of an alarming character. he found the sea perfectly clear of ice, and might
Fry replied—« I thank you ; I am not afraid,
The late queen expressed a wish to see He became desperate—-he took the further sums have prosecuted his voyage towards the Pole, if
I don’t think I shall loose any thing.” She Mrs. Fry, and in the most flattering terms from the counter, which were, necessary to pay other consideration» had permitted. There was
__ _____
_______________
w _________
was shown into an apartment of the prison, testified the admiration she felt for her con what
he had
borrowed and_ lest. Il
was missed — no field ice in sight towards the south ; and
which contained about one hundred and sixty duct. The thanks of the city of London were he saw himself liable to be discovered and ruined, pbe water was inhabited by many finned and humpand resolved at a single effort to retrieve his ehar- ¡backed whales. The voyage is remarkable as he
women
;
those
who
were
condemned,
and
voted
to
her
:
and
in
short,
there
is
not
an
MustiW > 4> those who h»d not been tried were all suffer- Englishman who does not bless her name. ader, by procuring the sum deficient, and depos- ¿“ig the utmost South upon record.
M -,r ■

KENNEBtfM GAZETTE.

WSCEMABmaUSh
jyage cf the King of the Sandwich Islands to
England.
The London Literary Gazette contains a long letr, of which the following is an extract, written by
re of the crew of the whaling vessel, L’Aig*e, which
^pnveyed the King and Queen of the Sandwich Isl
ands to England.

circffmsta<icc of this kind happened to my
self : sitting one morning in my veran
a young fisher-woman brought a basket oi
mullets for sale ; while the servant was dis
posing of them, she asked me to purchase a
fine boy, two years of age, tiien in her arms.
On my upbraiding her want of maternal af
fection, stie replied, with a smile, that she
expected another in a few weeks, and as she
could not manage two, she made me the first
uffier of her boy, whom she would part with
for a rupee. She came a few days-after
wards with a basket of fish, but had just suit;
her child to Signor Manuel Rodríguez, the
Portuguese linguist, who, though a man oi
property and a Christian, had thought it ne
cessary to lower the price half a rupee. Thus
did this young woman, without remorse, dis
pose of an only child, for fifteen pence.

you my perfect conviction of the justice of
our cause, and firm determination to stand or
fall with* my country. This determination
remains unchanged : I know, indeed, the
power of Britain, and the strength of her
arm ; but, there is a higher power, and a,
stronger arm, which will sustain me, and
save my country. While, therefore, 1 shall
continue to love you, individually as a friend,
if you mingle with those who come to, tram
ple on rights which God and nature gave,
under pretence of “ crushing rebellion,” I
must, and will meet you as an enemy.”—
This conversation was immediately reported
to Washington ; who, with his accustomed
prudence, remarked, that, considering the
jealousy of the times, it had better not be made
public.”

NATIONS.
FOR PRESIDENT.

Hon.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.

Hon.

JOHN C. CALHOUN.

VICE PRESIDENT,

ELECTORS AT LARGE FOR MAINE.
Hon. THOMAS F1LLEBR0WN,
Hon. JAMES CAMPBELL.
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The king was dressed in European fash
lwsuliuel
ion and when the boat shoved o!J‘ from the
ELECTOR OF PRESIDENT.
shore he stood up without betraying the
slightest emolion ; while thé natives swam
Col. NATHANIEL HOBBS, of Berwick.
round and clung to various parts of the ship,
crying and yelling with the greatest bitter
9t"!
led
ness. On coming aboard, the decks were
/sa siill',isan1 i.nders perisherf
PRESIÏÎEHTIAL.
crowded with queens and chiefs, pigs and
la»
. poultry. Of pigs, there were about 390 :
if?
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
'M
goats, 36 ; sheep, 6 ; and bullocks, 4 ; with
PRIESTCRAFT.
Mr. Remich,
----its iJI) 1heESvPtia“"i‘‘
8 dozen of fow ls, and 4 dozen of ducks—all
It seems a pity that the Star of Alfred, which,
Clerical Devils.—A letter from Barcelona,
cot iIi!'aSM^'ruriS
adrift together ; and potatoes and powey from From the S*. Foik Daily Advertiser, Sept. 21. dated tbe I9lh ulL gives the following ac is professedly devoted to religion and morality,
Illi
Our readers will recollect, that in the ac
stem to stern. The qneen joined h.er lamen
count of the fatal result of an attempt of the should so far deviate from the path of rectitude,
tations with the rest; and what with the count we gave of the Marquis La Fayette’s’ Vicar, Curate, and Sacristan, to play the d—I as to attempt to lessen the esteem of the good
101
c
.
visit
to
Bunker
’
s
[Jill,
allusion
was
made
to
grunting of the pigs and the howling of the
' with a Constitutionalist :—“A singular oc people for a person who is candidate for the im
ha
natives, we were almost stunned. The king
,,
St ilcmi-iifc'
currence has taken place in a village called portant office of President of the United States,
preserved his composure, till the chiefs and life of his former friend and companion in Arles near HostalHch, about twelve leagues and whose character in every respect is unimpeach*
other queens took their leave, and then his arms, Major Small of the British army.— from Barcelona. A Constitutionalist being able, and far beyond the reach of the light of that
Coi
grief overpowered him. The king, queen, Putnam and S n.di had served together in the at the point of death, pis brother called on little Star, altho’ it is said to circulate in eleven
ms"r
toi dZ«s,
governor Bogney and his wife ; the pilot, ami preceding war with Frame, and had con the curate, and requested of him to come and States in the Union. And does the writer in that
ani
“it5
two other chiefs ; the king’s steward and two tracted a strong and intimate friendship for administer the .sacraments. The curate re- Star think to make the good people in this or the
«
servants, with two interpreters, made up the each other. In the hottest part of the battleP fused, saying—‘ Your brother is a constitu adjoining States believe that there is no person in
’? ftl te slaufil'te
of
Bunker
’
s
Hill,
Putnam
observed
some
of
this
vast
republic
that
is
fit
to
be
exalted
to
the
sta

groupe. Among other things brought on
tionalist, (hat is to say, a villain, an impious
W **7 nwt;—(hat the
board was some salted dog’s flesh,/a favorite Ids unerring marksmen taking deadly aim at wretch—an enemy Jd God and man—he is tion of President, unless he is an inhabitant of Vir
Gr sip:-?
ginia ? Qr that amongst all the persons who are
dish with tliem. Sometimes they were sea Small, who was at the head of a part of the <1--- d without merry, and it is therefore nsePai
sick, and then the fowls went to wreck, for British forces, and by an instinctive impulse,1 less for me to confess\ him ’’ < But who candidates for the Presidency, he alone is to be
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who
has
imbrued
his
hands
in
blood
by
aal
turned
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their
muskets
and
saved
his
they generally cat twice as much then, as at
told you my brother was damned ?’—‘ Who
but
any other times. Whenever a pig was killed friend’s life. A respectable officer who was told me ?’ replied the curate,/ why God him duelling! And does tbe great man of Alfred, by
holding this Star in his right hand, think to blind
rest (/presses-.
the raw entrails composed a delicious feast ; on the spot, and personally acquainted with self !’ < What!’ cried the astonished Span
the
eyes
of
the
people
with
its
rays,
and
make
and greg for ever. They always drank their the facts which he relates, has sent us the fol iard, ( God has spoken to you ’’ ‘ Yes,’ an them believe that white is black, and that black is
lowing
anecdotes
of
these
two
officers,
which
liquor neat, and seldom less than a pint at a
swered tiie curate, with assurance, ‘ God white, that evil is good, and good evil ?—Let
time ; and when one got drunk all hands did even at this distance of time cannot be read spoke to nie during the sacrifice of the piass, him know, that however mankind in general are
the same. They varied their dress occasion without interest. Putnam was naturally and told me that your brother was d------ d to depraved, still there is a majority who will declare
V
ally, from a piece of,cloth round the middle, brave and undaunted : he was a patriot «as all the devils.’ It was in vain that the broth in favor of virtue and uprightness; and that in
¿Unite) have bet
isla
to their long coats and trowsers.—The queen well as a soldier; of the most uncorrupted in er reiterated his entreaties, the curate was November next, they will give their votes for such
fe fats, ael 'he
tegrity,
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well
as
the
most
unshaken
firm

U
sometimes dressed in the richest silks, which
iikiMjithtliehlw
inexorable. A few days after, the constitu men to be electors as will prefer a man of talents,
Crt
were soon covered with filth and grease. ness and resolution. We knew him person tionalist (lied, and the brother returned to the of piety and morality, for a President, to one who
Tl» Captain
l’avin?
They Were very affable with the crew, and it ally towards the close of his life. His ap cm ate to begot him to perform the funeral has been guilty of tbe horrible practice of duelling.
umsdffliowy/d'ploywl it ii
pearance
corresponded
with
his
character
larç
was no uncommon sight to see a black and
ceremony on the body. The curate refused,
ilog
Ug 1500 Albanians (Scbybetar
white pigging in together, like the checkers and principles—his person was venerable, saying, < The soul of your brother is now Statement
of the Votes on the Court wi i prison at Ipsara.—1 hej
on a draft board. There was no jealousy a- his manners plain but dignified, his temper burning in boil, as i told you before. It
'
Question.
hav (¡«and piastres a man to
mongst them. When her majesty got grog steady and serene, and his confidence in an would be in, vain for me to take any trouble
ieri the batteries. The Turkish
Votes proporgy she was very loving, and would be always over ruling Providence fixed ami consoling ; about interring hrs b nly, for during the night
’the Island in the 3(1 of Jul;
tioned accordkissing and hugging her royal spouse, till it and though he was then impaired by age and the devils will come and carry it away, and
a. ing to Census.
tyy its wre in good spirits, and
was carried too far, and then she used to be bodily infirmity, he looked upon the past with in forty days you will niect with the same
Kenne.. AAnd.
füll ibertyorThey bad
knocked down. One of their greatest luxu satisfaction, and at the future with the hope late/ The Spaniard not filing implicit Alfred,*
1071 289
00 289
00 ■ ion
h ck ItewW fteet with fires!
297 131 166. 889 i 942
ries was to strip naked, and get one of the of a devout but humble Christian.
credit to this diabolical vLit, watciied during Sanford,
Lebanon,
2223 331
324' 48
sH approach theTwks, the
“ Not more than a week after the battle of
2175
crew to heave buckets of water over them.
the night by the body of his brother, with his Siiapleigh,
2 391Í
14
2801!
his 1 the Turkish flag; and \n\
Th.eir majesty’s were uncommonly attached, Bunker Hill, and while Gen. Putnam had hi.- pistols loaded. Between 12 and 1 o’clock a Waterboro*, 2815
1763
10 362
47
1716
»di apoached them, these
and if either one was sick, the other would station on Prospect Hill, a person in a horse knock was heard at the door, and a voice ex Newfield,
1147 188
17 1711 102
1045
¡ads fired at their brother
cart, bearing a flag of truce, brought tcrlhc
sit crying by the side.
360 34 3261 222
3133
claimed—-‘ I command you to open in the Parsons field, 2355
1088 167
Con (nation ensued; and each t
7 1601 46
On arriving at Rio Janeiro, the Emperor American lines a hamper of porter, addressed atn^ of the living God—open, if not your Cornish,
1042
Limerick,
1377 148
46 M2, 421
958.
¡afe in flight or desparation,
of Brazil behaved with kindness and affabili to Gen. Putnam from his friend Maj. Small.
r^n js at. hand.’ The Spaniard re Limington,
2122 291
37 254 273
1849
peti essels. The Turks han't
ty, and presented the king with à handsome Tills led to some conversation mi the marque, fused to tand shortly after he saw enter Buxton,
2540 299 38 261 349
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town on fire. The Sth wai
when
the
General
remarked
that
Small
re

diamond-hilted sword in a gold sheath ; and
1485 193 54 139 415
1070
by a window three able bodied devils, covered S. Berwick.
Itory warfare; and the tr
the empress gave the queen a pair of diamond membered the service he had done him ; fm with skins of wild beasts, having the usual
Total. 21817 3328 383 2945 2826 18991
mil ;reat excesses. The Turk
ear-rings. They received in return a very (said he) I saved his life by restraining a few quantity of horns, claws and spiked tails, who
ral ited himself to prevent the i
beautiful feather dress. One day the captain shots that would certainly have killed him : set about carrying the coffin containing the Berwick,
12736 296 ’ 250 46 2413
323
two
or
three
marksmen
were
in
the
act
of
swi inti $500 for each prisone
landed with some ladies, and saw governor
1679 142 I 108 34 1277
body. Upon this the Spaniard fired, and Eliot,
402
Ifctwaged troops disreg
Bogney swimming about the landing place, levelling their pieces over the breastwork shot one devil dead, the others took flight—he Kittery,
1886 130 ¡ 120 IO . 1741
145
3224 412 402 10 3146
awlsto. On the 6th ai
to the great diversion of hundred of specta north of the redoubt, when I came up to it fired after them, and wounded but h, one of York,
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Wells,
2660
509
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00
2660
to les me continued; and u
0t>
tors. The moment the governor caught sight from the left and recognized Small. I stop whom died in a few minutes, the other escap Kennebunk,
2145 455 454
1 2140
5
Hi? ml blew up ikeforts.—}
of the skipper, he hastened out of the waler, ped the fire, and he escaped—let us drink ed. In the morning when the people went to Kennebunk-Pt. 2478
437i 435
2 2467
11
tin' 39 heads of woufcn, old men
and in a slate of nudity just as he was, came health and long life to him. He is our enemy church, there was no curate to officiate, and Biddeford,
1738 183 173 10 1644
94
lire |tagupo!t the yards of
up to the party and began to converse. The to be sure, but he is a generous hearted fel it was shortly after discovered, on examining Saco,
2523 366 243 23 2362
16»
■ fell
1387 26tì 183 77
976
ladies looked so comical, that the captain re low, and I could not see him killed in cold the two defunct devils, that one was the curate Lyman,
411
Hollis,
1762 258 132 126
902
860
buked him for his indecency ; hut he appear blood.
ePriniatcs, with about 20(
The day before Washington joined the ar ami the other the Vicar, (he woumled devil
ed scarcely to know what shame was. On
rfy of the Ipsariot ships,
Total. , 24227 3448| 3109 339 21728 2489
was the sacristan, who confessed the whole
1)11 |We
rùtile 13th tbe
ihn Captain
Lan!,:.
being scolded, and asked whether he was not my at Cambridge, Gen. Putnam received diabolical proceeding. This singular case, is
*N. B. The whole Census of Alfred is 1271
—
1271—
aw are of the impropriety ; he replied, “ No ; from Major Small a note, importing that he
ptWitylene, c&rrying
now before the Criminal Tribunal of Barce but es the Shakers which compose at least 200,
they look me—me see them—that very good.” felt himself under great obligation, and wish lona.”
H sail of old vessels he had
and did not vote, that sum is subtracted from the
r« « «asperated the Gree
We got safe to Portsmouth, and they began ed for an interview on the lines the Sunday
census.
to rig for going ashore. Bogney was upon following, that he might express his gratitude
Majority in the Census for Kennebunk 3074—
18,000 Musselmen,
Two Glasses of Wine ; an Anecdote —A certain
deck, when a wind-mill on the land caught in person. This note was submitted to
equal to more than the whole town of Kennebunk,
«Piate the crimes of
his attention. His surprise was excessive, Washington, who advised a compliance on well known Bacchanalian officer, having been very
From this statement it appears, that those towns
The Greeks suffer fro
Ib
and he roused all hands on deck to look at it, the part of Gen. Putnam. They met, under severely wounded in an engagement during the late which gave a majority for Alfred, have thrown
y teiM from EnSla,
but none of ’em could make out what it was, the shade of an oak ; and after a friendly war in the Peninsula, was admonished by the sur more votes in proportion to their Census, than tbe fe J*"Bn»»preve!itPI
geon who superintended his cure, that he must
feil
conversation
of
half
an
hour,
in
which
the
other towns that gave a majority for Kennebunk.
or what made it go round. A steam vessel
7*
^“Uier Agent is!
was the next object of wonder ; they thought transactions of by gone days were recalled, now relinquish his usual habits of indulgence, The town of Alfred has thrown more votes in
which in that hot climate, and under his circum
proportion to its Census, than any town in the
at first that it was a ship on fire ; but when Small said—“ You must know, Putnam, that
they observed the rapidity of its motion, and you can never succeed ¡»-this daring opposi stances, would be fatal, and must confine himself to county. If the town of York had voted in that
one, or at most two glasses of wine per day. Ftd
I
was told that it was forced along by boiling tion to his majesty’s government. You have ly aware of the hardship of such a prohibition in proportion, they would have given 963 votes.
water, they thought it was the effect’of witch seen enough of British valor, and know his patient, the surgeon, anxious that it should be Kittery 509, Eliot 642, &c. and the whole num-' Cas
craft.
enough of the strength and power of Britain, obeyed, begged of him to give his word of honor, her of votes in tbe county at that rate, would have tæk v'l8’lhe,tro«psfit- WmÏÏ'hÎSlil'0'"tllc
to convince you that this Rebellion will bp as a soldier, that he would drink no more wine been 12320 ! The excess of population in those
crushed : and whwt then will become of you ! than the prescribed quantity ; the patient consent eleven towns which gave a majority for Kenne
From Forbes’ Oriental Memoirs.
I know you are a brave man, and may fall ed. The surgeon frequestly visited his patient, bunk beyond those twelve.towns which gave a ma SK1
SALE OF CHILDREN IN MALABAR. ¡«gloriously as a Rebel—but, as sure as you and failed not to remind him of his promise, which jority for Alfred, is 2410 equal to more than the
MalAbar children are generally a cheap survive, a halter will be provided for your he was assured was inviolably kept. Finding the whole town of Kennebunk, so that is evident if al!
commodity at Anjingo. At the end of the neck I Your services in Canada with our ar wounds healing, he expatiated on the praises of the towns bad voted in proportion to Alfred and
rainy season, when there was no particular my are remembered, and they all respect you. sobriety, and assured his patient that to nothing, some other of ths back towns, there would have
rla
fnA gsburg’
scarcity in the interior country, I purchased Phe government is desirous of conferring on but to the change of his living, was he indebted been a much greater majority for Kenpebunk than
oexcrthse‘i
a boy and girl, about 8 or 9 years of ago, as you a reward, too long and ictmn justly with for his life ; that indulging in the daily use of a there now appears to be, if the votes of Alfred
<
between
and Kennebunk (those two towns that are most
a present to a lady in Bombay, for less mo held : and I come now, with full authority pint of wine, would to a certainty have been at
ney than the cost of a couple of pigs in from Gen. Gage, to assure you, that if y ou tended by the most fatal consequences. The gen immediately concerned) were struck out, still there
would be a majority for Kennebunk.—Two ques
England. I bought the young couple, laid will leave the service in which you are enga eral reply to all these harangues was, « Very tions
have been submitted by tbe Legislature to
in two months provisions of rice and salt fish ged, and which from the nature of it must be ivell, doctor, you know best.” At length the the people of this county, and they have been
for their voyage, and gave each of them four transient, and join his majesty’s standard un wounds completely healed, and the doctor still in fairly decided, after having had long time for con
changes of cotton garments, all for the sum der which you have so often fought, you shall sisted on a rigorous observance of his former in sideration. The first question that all the Judicial
of twenty rupees, or fifty shillings. English have the same rank in the British army as structions towards a perfect cure. The officer, Court« and county offices should be holden in one 1 wry
h^maiiiiy must not pass a censure on this j on nominally'hold over a more rabble.” however, replied, that finding his wounds were place, has l^een decided by a very large majority.
-'^'mÎîÎv lClMVei’nn
transaction ; it was a happy purchase far the Here, taking the General by the hand and healed, he would not only indulge himself with an And the last question has been decided by a re
children ; they were relieved from hanger laying the other on his shoulder, he continu extra glass of wine, but would request the doctor spectable, majority in
... every
_.,.J sense
___ _ of the word, that fhift ü1ßf the^
and nakedness, and sent to an amiable mis ed—“ Putnam, I know you will fight, but to partake of a few glasses of some that he could Kennebunk shall be the place. If the majority had 8(1 b naiad«. í?S!üv«siou
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tress, who brought them up tenderly, and on who have you to support you ? I bad terrible recommend. The servant was forthwith ordered been
for Alfred,
however
majority
caving India, p—ivided for their future com witness of your daring spirit on yonder height ,to bring a couple of glasses of wine, one for the might have been, the people would have been
fort ; whereas, ha.I I refused to buy them, and I owe my life to your generosity—let me, doctor, and one for his master. He speedily re- bound by it, and there all the Courts and offices
bearing a salver-on which rested two glas
must have been located. And now as Kennebunk I
they would assuredly have been sold to a- then., never meet you again as an enemy.”— tyrnt'd,
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ses,
each containing fully a quart and a half
Bother, and probably would have experienced Gen. Putnam replied—“ You know, Small, <of wine. “ These,’-’ said the officer, “ are my has obtained a majority the people of the county
are
all bound by it, and all ought to acquiesce in
a miserable bondage with some native Portu that we have had recent conversations on this glasses
)
doctor -; and on the honor of a soldier, I
it
ii : for
tor the
ine faith
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the State
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llGStlHlies have
I
drank, no more than two of them daily, dur
an Act that all the Judicial Courts and county of- i11(q
mongst the most.merciful (ask-masters. Ai
. commenced, and how ftilly 1 then stated to ing the whole .«progress ;of my cure.”
fices shall hejjcWEorth be located at Kennebunk«'
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AFFAIRS OF the GREEKS."
London, Aug. 18.
The news from the east is unfavorable for
the Greeks. Ipsara has surrendered almost
without a struggle. Some of the Greek let
ters attribute, the event to treachery, and
others to cowardice. Tivy al,so announce,
that the relations of amity between Russia
aud Turkey gained strength daily, and embol
dened the Turks in their hostilities against
<he Greeks.
The island of Caso has also been desolaPRESlDE^Ti?iL<^t |fetj by the Egyptian fleet of 17 sail, under
——- k'
i Jsmael Gibraltar ; who after several feints
the KennebVNk r
il landed on the island and made draedful havoc.
m‘8l H>.
—.
A2ETn j • ^early 500 of the Islanders perished, and the
i3edlvP a ‘ ,the Star of A!f j 1 rest fled to the neighboring islands. The
> fa/deti?^ tOre^4u? cooperation of the Egyptian with the Otioempt t
t,le Path ¿3»
fleet is no lonSer questioned.
k an(Mft
he esteem oU i
A German paper says, the Turks captured
office of P? *4 18 cand’date for W 100 sail of vessels at ipsara, and that the fleet
« char.c.er'fe™/ 'h'
iial1 ““v?yed them
MitJlcne-

-- ---

^character in every
lfarbey0^^
ir’/tho’it is said tn

An article, said to be demi-official, dated
I the Union a'V? circ^h ¿< Constantinople,3u\y 15 says, the Turkish fleet
■k to make the? u thew^i»i‘ consisted of,J wo sail of the line, six frigates,
I States believe A?rplein^of if ^rt 10 corvertes, with many transports,
republic that i9 fit, k ”1,0
I [^This disagrees with former accounts, con’'■esident, unless ¿ beexalltd’«sirred authentic, that the fleet contains none
)r that
'\
an,nhabi
*<Mut
Jrigaies.]—That the slaughter of the
that amongst all th« „ ”“‘l" ■"
'or,1>= Pelide^V*-^
; ”‘e persons^|(I Greeks was very greatThat the Captain
! A±„±UKl^»ne alose ¡!t}|i pacha gave orders to spare the non-combat! And does the preaf8
ants, a?d ©ven offcre|a reward for prisoners ;
lhi’ Star h his Xht
but the fury of the Aortic troops could not be
No
mention
the people with its
restrained. N
----------“ y is 'made of any bJow“ •L-‘ while«««**«li
’
raJMtUlj jng up of fortresses.
««that
'«
» good, a.<l'gand
Zthou
S
r’.taiV0""" n'lnli"'in si
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GREEI^ACCOUNTS-

« Zante, July 19.
What was expcctfed has taken place. The
islands of Ipsara ànd Caso have been desola
ted by the Turfts, and the standard of the
Cross is again bathed with the blood of martyrs. The Captain Pacha having received
I large sums of money, employed it in corrupt\ent of Ike Votes onike C/i ing the 1500 Albanians (Schyhetars) . which
v‘; were in garrison at Ipsara.—They were to
Question.
I have a thousand piastres a man for surren$
^otes P«[ dering the batteries. The Turkish fleet arriI
------3d of. July,
.
lioneM. ved off the Island «n
an the
and the
'(
Ipsariots were in good spirits, and all devooo| 289
289 06!
oo't*t ted to liberty or death. They had prepared
1071 289 00
1831 297 131 166 8S9 j|l" to attack the infidel fleet with fireships.—But
'2223 331 71 324,
324 4SJJi|
45 xv< on the approach of the Turks, the Albanians
2815
2 391; 14 Ijn I }jOjsted tue Turkish flag ; and when the Isliro’
1763
anders aproached them, these mercenary
1147 188 17 171'in?
ir Id, 2355 360 34
34 326i 222 »ip Christians fired at their brother Christians.
7 160! ¡6 ij I Consternation ensued; and each one sought
1088 167
1377 148 461102.421
W)2j 421 I 8< safety in flight or desparation. Some escajn,
2122 291 37 254 273
| ped in vessels. The Turks having landed,
2540 299 38 261 349 ! 1
ck.
1485 193 54 139 415 irf set the town on fire. The 5th was passed in
; a desultory warfare ; and the troops corno_
2826 jiffl 1 mitted2 great
excesses.. The Turkish Admi21817|3328 383 ¡
( ral exerted himself to prevent the massacres,
2736 296' 250 46
1 and offered S500 for each prisoner brought
1679 142 1 108 34
i in; but his enraged troops disregarded his
1886 130 120 .10 1741 I«
» orders and offers. On the 6th and 7th the
3224 412 402 10 3146
i massacres were continued ; and on the 8th,
2660 509 509 00 2660
2145 455 454 1 2140
nk,
I the Admiral blew up the forts.—It is stated
nk-Pt. 2478 437 435 2 2467
t that 7300 heads of women, old men, and chil1738 183 173 10 1644
d,
« (Iren were hung up on the yards of the Turk2523 366 243 23 2362
1387 260 183 77 976 ! 11! i -isb vessels.
| “ The Primates, with about 2000 sailors,
1762 25fc 132 126 902
f and thirty of the Ipsariot ships, escaped to
24227 3448 3109 339 217281iti Satnos.—On the 13th the Captain Pacha re1. The whole Census of Alfredis
11 turned for ‘Mitylene, carrying with him
e Shakers which compose at M ■; about ten sail of old vessels he had captured.
not vote, that sum is subtracted !n»tl'\This event exasperated the Greeks beyond
i measure ; and 18,000 Musselmen, their prisity in the Census for Kennebunk W <( oners, will expiate the crimes of their Asimore than the whole town ofKenneta.f au(
U.1OUS< The
t Iie Greeks 8U
uvr u-um
atic. tribes.
suffer
from want of
this statement it appears, that fhosetov t!
money i*eceived from England, which
>ve a majority for Alfred, han tM ti the death ofLord Byron prevented
- ■-----reaching
ca in proportion to their Census, thaat ji| its destination. Another Agent is shortly exvns that gave a majority for Kenneban
I peeled.”
>f ««« .„<1 upnghi
,«
"he, „ill g?vetW,-, “ J ii
«''«or« » .ill prefer
te
and morJlKy,foraPraM(nlit, *1fc
guilty of the horrible practiced^!t

n of Alfred has thrown we
>n to its Census, than any town in
Naxos, June 20*
If the town of York had voted fflll
The whole population of the little island of
>n, they would have given 963 ’^
Caso
no
longer
exists.
—
After several at
509,I, Eliot
Eliot 642, KC.
&c. ana
and u«
thewhoh^

tacks or feints, the troops from the Egyptian

tes in_tbe
in-----county atthat_by Ismael Gibraltar,
20! The excess«
a° majority for K®1 ,hade good their landing on tho island ; and
wns which gave a
.
weive towns wbiciF
ei^ such of the inhabitants as could escape, fled
-ond those twelve
which gave«
> to (he neighboring islands. About 500 per
2410
equal
to
more
ton
r Alfred J, • ’ - that is evident!?’'
. . of Kennebunk, wita»'*" ished.
Augsburg, Aug. 8.
» bad voted in prop»«»" •’A ,, l
Austria continues to exert itself to restore
er of th. back
’J .
the
good
understanding
between Portugal
uch greater majcnl, f“r Mf ,
land Brazil.
.ap^ar, .»be, if the
aebunk ("’‘■«'’’X *Si I

London, Aug 18.
Notwithstanding the losses experienced by
I the Greeks, the last letters say, they were
ebecn submitted bj t e b g
in good spirits ; that the animostics between
the leaders had been settled, and the refrac
tory haflsubmifted to the Government. Naf poll di Romania, latelydield by one of the CoJS been decided by a |ecjdedby!!, I'loctroni, is now the scat of the Grecian gov|a5t
M8e0fthewor I emifteiit. No serious invasion from the North
[ had been made. The main object of the Turks
this campaign appears to be the islands.
* shall be the yiw •
„
r.
however sman
i
SPANISH AFFAIRS.
.« been, the peep,nd J
Madrid, Aug 12.
., been located,
located. _ ana.
A”“ _u n( ■ J. L The late affray between the Spanish and
lcd a majority
Mtt0 acqUb French soldiery has. as usual, been exagger
end by
a
pledged te ated for party and malevolent purposes.
1cfai,h°^A I%ru^
SncTs broils are frequent amongst soldiers of
iat all the Judicia
]{tnneb^1 different nations stationed together when in
ely concerned) were st
ra^ajori^forKente^

“forAlfredh,hX"r’* *

hearth be

|

Thcr-nparenc sincentv with which he repented of lives. It is then evident that Martinez well deserved
his c: imes, hasi, we trust* obtained him the forgive Ins fate.
ness of that Eternal Being, whose delight is in
mercy.
Francois Valebrouge, the captain of this lawless
crew, prayed, but not audibly. He was a man
SdtURDJir, OCTO HER 2, 1824.
advanced in years, and his countenance strongly
LATEST FROM FRANCE^
pnurtrayed the wretch familiar with, and reckless
By the Howard, at New-York, French papers
of guilt. He suffered with composed indifference.
Antonio Hernandez, the colored Spaniard, to the I’Zth have been received, The King was
whose ruthless hand had bereft the unfortunate so well as to be engaged in public business. The
Underwood of his life, a crime he perpetrated with Havre market was extremely dull. The proceed
the most cold blooded atrocity, like an infernal de ings of the New-York City Corporation, making
mon stood on the platform, careless of the past, provision for the reception of Gen. Lafayette,
deriding the present, and heedless of the future ; the “ Guest of the Nation,” were published at
Cadiz, July 27.
he joined in the prayers, but we fear with his lips Paris on the 10th of August. The Paris Con
alone,
for his heart seemed obdurate, and-closed to stitutional thus sppaks of the destruction of Ipsa
On Saturday a French squadron of one
line of battle ship and 6 frigates entered our every feeling of humanity. Never can we forget ra.—“ The news from Greece causes all those to
shudder who bear the hearts of men, it causes tears
harbor, and being joined by the squadron the expression of his countenance, as lie looked on to flow from the eyeS of all true friends of religion,
here, sailed on Monday, and steered west the surroundingsspectators, for a few moments be of all those who regard Liberty as not a nuere
ward. These movements of the French ma fore his existence terminated. He looked the name, a vaia hope ! Defenders of the Ottoman
rine create numerous speculations. It is fiend whose delight had been in torturing man. legitimacy be satisfied, the Captain Pacha Khoreb
said they have sealed orders. [ffJ°The His physiognomy demonstrated that his crimes a- has just destroyed Ipsara 1 Partizans of despotism
rose, not from the impulse of ^sudden rage, or
French Ministers have announce^, that they temptation, but from the deliberate suggestions triumph ! the whole population of Casso is anni
cruisefor discipline and experience.]
of a mind hardened in guilt from a long traffic in hilated 1 Enemies of the independence and liberty
blood and murder. Indeed, never did we before of nations : enemies of all noble and generous sen
EXTRAORDINARY ORDINANCE. .view a countenance so hellish-—not that his fea timents rejoice 1 ten thousand Greeks have .been
Boston Gazelle
Paris, Aug 6.
tures were ill formed, but because the general ex massacred !”
The Moneiteur of this day contains an Or pression was particularly diabolical. His last words
BEDICATIOjV.
dinance of the King, for the re-establishment to the exedfrftd¥t@r, whom he cursed as he drew the
. THE new Congregational Meeting-House in
of the Censorship of -the Press.—This ordi cap over his eyes, saying to him, “ go to hell.”
Marcello
Norriego,
the
black
sambo,
with
a
nance is to continue in force until one month
Kennebunk-Port, will be dedicated to the
after the meeting of the Chambers.—Signed stupid or rather vacant look, surveyed the scene of w-orship of God on Tuesday, the 5th day of Octo
his last moments.—This man had, in the minder
by the King, and countersigned by Corbierre by his hands, of Mr. Stephenson, emulated the ber next, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon.
Minister of the Interior, De Peronnct, Keeper bloody assassin Hernandez. He addressed the
••■31 £!$■ o —*—
of the Seals, and M. De Villelle, President crowd, and by his absurdity, excited the risibility
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
of the Council of Ministers.
of many. He said in broken Spanish, «• that he
The sixth number of. Cato was received on Friday
The motive for the above ordinance is sta attributed his misfortunes to the Columbians, and afternoon, being too late for this days paper. —It will
ted to be, that the jurisprudence of the Courts hoped to see the good King again master of Costa be attended to in our next. The writer is requested
to forward his communications earlier in the week jin
of Justice has lately admitted an existence Ferma.”
future.
dejure, independent of their existence defacto;
August 26.
that this interpretation furnishes a sure and Execution of the pirates.who murdered Lieut. Layton,
easy means of eluding^he suspension and sup
Midshipman Strode, and four other sailors on the
pression of the journels ; and that it follows
Isle oj Pines, and of those who murdered Capt.
MARRIED—In Saco, 6th inst. by the Rev.
from this that the means of repression enact
IVhittaker, of the sloop Endeavour, and plun
Mr..Cogswell, Mr. Hiram Woods, to Miss Eed by law are become insufficent.
dered the Martha Jane, aod Ralon.
LIZA CHACE.
Benito Cassel, Jose Maria de los Santes, and
in York, on Thursday last, by Elder Boothby, Mr.
ITEMS.
Estevan Martinez, (convicted of the murder of one Samuel Weare, Jr. to Miss Lydia, daughter of Capt.
The Russians are charged with furnishing of Lieut. Layton’s party, the two former as princi John Perkins.
the Turks with vessels, ammunition and mo pals, and the other as an accessary before the fact) ;
In this town Thomas P. Bourne, M. D. to MisS
ney, to carry on the war against the-Greek«. —Baltizar Frayel, Ramon Arcia, Francisco Calis- Rowena P. Beckley.
to
Morales,
and
Francisco
Tamanez,
(convicted
of
The present national debt of Spain is esti
various acts of piracy on board the Martha Jane,
mated at 81 millions sterling.
The Portuguese Government has announ the Endeavour, and Raton) were yesterday morn
In England, Thomas Barton, Esq.
It is said
ing
guarded to the place of execution, in the same
ced to the British Ministers, that the aid they
that at his death a hymn was sung in his chamber by
had requested from Great-Britian was no ftianner as those executed the previous day.
a spirit or an anp,el I
On arriving at the place appointed, they were
longer necessary.
Information of the conclusion of a. frealy of guarded by a detachment of the 91st.
The prisoners, after praying with much appar
peace between Great Brilian arid Algiers had ent devotion, ascended the scaffold. Benito Casel
PORT OF KEJWEBUJrK.
been received by the French telegraph from was the first who ascended. He addressed the
Toulon. [We have information from Gib spectators, saying u Hear how what I say, for I
MEMORANDA*
raltar of the return of the British fleet.
am telling the truth before God ; it would be use
At Bordeaux, Forest, Perkins, of Kennebunk, from
less to fabricate a falsehood when I am just about N. Orleans.
appearing before God and his Saints. The sen
Spoken, i6th, lat 42, Ion. 67!, Beaver four days fronj
tence by which that poor man (Estevan Martinez) Kennebunk for P. Rico.
EXECUTION OF PIRATES.
Sailed from the Texel July 29. Columbus, St. Ubes ;
is about to be hung, is most unjust ; for he had
KINGSTON, JAM. AUG. 25.
no concern with us, who were trie pirates
- he George, of Kennebunk, for N. York.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Execution of the Pirates w,ho murdered Cafit. Un murdered no one, and he robbed no one ; it is
A Rock has been discovered between the Faulkland
most
wicked
to
hang
an
innocent
man.
He
is
not
derwood of the George .Angus, and plundered her,
Islandsand the coast of Patagonia, lat 51 51 S. lat 64
guilty ; no, he is not : by God he is not ! I am
the Springbird, and several other vessels.
34 W. Greenwich. This lies in a direct route of ves
Francois Valebrouge, Denis Berteleau, Jean Jo guilty, and so are the others, but not Estevan sels bound round Cape Horn. This information is
seph Damarette, Antoinp Sorbier, Jean Baptiste Martinez, who is unjustly judged. I murdered from an officer of the IL S. ship United States.
Catinette, Lenor Cahorel, Louis Renard, Charles the officer,-]- for I killed him after we took him
Ivernois, (Frenchmen ;) Antonio Hernandez, (a and had tied him to a tree, and I am suffering just
Spaniard of color ;) and Marcellino Norrieg», (a ly ; but poor Martinez is undergoing this death
negro of the latter nation,) being the pirates con for the crimes of us. Now and ever 1’11 declare
J1 XEW PAPER,
victed of the murder of Capt. Underwood, were his innocence ; and again he invoked the name of Conctactcd by a Society of Literary Gentle
in pursuance of his Grace, the Governor’s war the Almighty in attesting the truth of this state men in Portland. Subscriptions received at
ment of the innocence of Martinez,£ hoping that
rant, executed yesterday morning.
this Office.
At four in the morning, they were guarded to some good person would let his friends in Cuba
October 1,18^4.
to the wherry-wharf by the Sheriff’s officers,, and know that he was qot guilty. •
Jose Maria de los Santos also confessed his guilt;
a detachment of the 92d regiment. They were
then embarked on board a wherry, which was tow but strenuously asserted the innocence of Martinez.
OR Sale a good family horse, to be sold for nh
Estevan Martinez was a decent looking man, and
ed to Gallows-point by canoes. During their
fault, only for want of employmet-^-Por partic
He several
passage, several of the prisoners prayed most de of rather prepossessing appearance.
ulars enquire of the subscriber.
votedly, and continued with redoubled energy, times declared that he was innocent ; and when
DANIEL WISE.
their appeal to the mercy of their Creator, when the cap was drawn over his eyes, he begged it
Keflnebitnk, Oct. 1, 1824.
they beheld the final scene which was to close the should be withdrawn ; and as if fearing that death
would prevent the expression of his feelings with
bloody tragedy they had so long acted.
LIST OF LETTERS,
The chief of the pirates, (Francois Valebrouge.) rapid utterance and shivering he exclaimed, “ Ati
Remaining in the Po$t Office at Kennebunk-Port
preserved the most determined silence, and seemed innocent man dies for what he never did—my last
October 1, 1824.
words—Oh God 1”
indifferent to his fate.
S^ EZIAH BRIGGS, Israel Crediford, Elfe
The drop then fell.
Jean Joseph Dumarette, a good looking youth,
phalet
Durrill,
Francis Fortune, Sarah
Caristo Morales also said he was innocent.
not yet 16, wept bitterly. He said, that his as
Another said he Was a thief and a murderer, but Huse, John Thompson, Josiah Linscott, Mr. Lit
sociates had persuaded him to join his fortune with
tlefield, Charlotte Merrill, Richard Pike, Huldah
theirs; and that he did not know what their in no pirate.
The other culprits confessed their guilt, and ac Proctor, Olivia Perkins, Jotham Rhodes, Cleotentions were till they had committed the crimes,
pbus Smith. STEPHEN TOWNE, P. M.
knowledged
the
justice
of
their
sentence,
for which he was about to suffer with them.—-We
are informed by a respectable gentleman, who
Previous to their execution, one of these crimi-J ~™ LIST OF LETTERS,^
conversed with this youth in gaol, that he declar nals stated that there were; several hundred pirates
ed himself to be the son of respectable parents, on the coast of Cuba, and this would always be Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, October1, 1824.
from whom he had absconded ; and that after the case while the merchants and storekeepers on
A B. C.
wandering about some time, he fell in with his fel that Island purchased from the pirates their plun
low-culprits, who were one of those gangs of law- der ; and various authorities permitted,, and se JOHN L. BRIGGS, Rebecca Buker, Lyman,
John Bragdon—Ebenezer Cousins, Lyman,
less ruffians who have so long perpetrated their at - cretly encouraged them in their nefarious acts.
rocines in the seas of the West Indies. Not hav
The Rev. Isaac Mann, was most assiduous in at Stephen Cleaves, Abigail Conant.
D. E. F. G.
ing any mode of obtaining his subsistence, and tending on, and ofiering spiritual consolation to
William S. Emerson—Francis Fortune, Biddt“
either unable or unwilling to return to the friends these wretched outcasts.
ford, James Fujmald—Diamond Gillpatrick.
he had deserted, he allowed himself to be seduced
H. I. J. K.
to join this piratical crew, and to participate in
-[Most likely Lieut. Layton, who it appears from
Capt. Josiah Huff, Paul H. Hussey, Benjamin
those crimes, for perpetrating which, they have the evidence given at the trial, was seen for the last
all suffered an ignominious death—:the well-merit time, by one of his sailors, standing at the stern of Hanson—Thomas Jordan, Esq. 2—Richard Kim
ed meed of their direful -deeds. Just before this his boat, and refusing to surrender himself to the pi ball.
L. M. N_. O.
wretched youth ascended the scaffold he requested rates. Midshipman Strode was killed by the fif.st fire,
a ball passing through his head.
Dummer Lord, Meribah Littlefield, Noah
a draught of water, saying, it was the last thing
jlMartinez was convicted of being accessary before Littlefield, Samuel Littlefield—Messrs. Hugh &
he should require in this world. A few moments the murder. It was deposed to by one of the witnes
before the drop fell, his countenance depicted the ses, his own friend and partner, that Martinez had Adam McCulloch 2, Hugh McCulloch.
P. Q. R. S.
extremest agony ; his eyes were raised to heaven. carried a letter from one piratical chief, to the other ;
Thomas Perkins, Mrs. Perkins, Susan Perkins,
And with a voice, scarcely heard, among the sobs that he was aware of the acts committed by the pirates
which involuntarily burst from him, he exclaimed and of their abode. Other witnesses proved, that he Richard Stone, Israel Stone, Joseph M. Stevens,
was in possession of a part of the booty plundered by Amos Stevens.
“ France—my poor mother !” the rest was inau
the pirates ; and others stated in evidence, that by
T. U. V. W.
dible—his voice became inarticulate, and the drop knowingly and deliberately giving false information
Deacon John Taylor—Frances Watti k Lord.
failing, the soul of the misguided youth, without to the British cruisers, ho had lulled Lieut. Layton and
BARNABAS
PALMER^ P. M.
oae struggle, quitted its earthly tenement fefcever. his pgrty into that fatal security which cost their

their enps ; who aro very apt to use their
weapons in brothel quarrels ; and it is their
trade to be prodigal of blood. It is quite
natural for ignorant and hotheaded men to
suppose that it is an insult to their pride to
be under the protection of foreigners, espe
cially after the danger is over ; but statesmen
and men of reflection well know that foreign
aid is sometimes necessary to support the
best cause. In the war of their revolution,
the North American Republicans did not fall
to call to their aid the bayonets of the French
Royalists.

^SinnUau

Family Horse for Sale.
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FFFIa
YOUTH.

BY S. L. FAIRFIELD.

YE days of delusion ! ye nights of romance !
When the young heart is Jit by the fire of a gJance,
And the spirit plays brightly and fondly and free,
Like gem dropping beams on a boundless blue sea,
When earth wears a venture of verdure and. flowers.
And hope sings away the sweet sunny hours,
While innocence smiles like a pure summer even,
And flings from her eyebeam the sunlight of hea
ven.
O days of delight and delusion, farewell 1
Your magic’s dissolved, and btoken your spell !
I once could repose in your visions and dreams,
And love your dim shadows, and far flashing
gleams,
But the world now is real, dark, chilling, and lone,
And the hopes that I cherished have faded and
/ gone.
My heart throbs yet fondly—’tis the pulse of des
pair—
My eye looks yet wildly—but sorrow is there—
My soul soars and sinks in the glow and the gloom
Of the world’s glaring day, and the night of the
tomb.
. .
Ye days of delusion ! ye nights of romance :
Ye flashed, like a sunbeam on the warrior’s cold
lance,
Bright, dazzling a moment—then fading awav,
Like the gleam of the, sun in the blood Of the fray.
O days of the heart ! O ye nights of pure love !
Ye dwell not below—but ye must be above.

i '
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MM ZNSURA3ICE.
very whimsical mode of curing the impedi
PROBATE XOATCE.
ment—which was by h ing a stone t<> his
HE President and Directors of the Merchants’ 1
tail; and in that state rode several miles—
nsurance'Company, in Boston, inform the I
’twas belter to be loo much by the stern than York, ss. At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, public Ithat
their Capital Stock is Three hundred Thou. |
'within and for said County, on the sixth day ofSept
constantly be plunging bows under.”
sand Dollars, is all paid in, and invested according to

T

ember A. D. 1824.
yrrHEREAS Caleb Ford, Jun. administrator of the
v
v
estate of Robert Ford, late of Berwick, in
.YL:;' FF.F\Fv>'FF FLUFF.
said county, yeoman, deceased, has this day pre
sented the second account of his administration of said
estate, for allowance.
ORDERED, that the said administrator notifyr all
Has for sale, just received
persons interested to appear at this court to be holden
at Kennebunk,on the first Monday of October next, by
causing an attested copy of this order, to be published
warranted superior to any Flour before brought I in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
into this market. He is now selling it at less than three weeks successively ; prior to the said first Mon
day of October next : that they may then and
Boston prices.
there appear, and shew cause, if any they have, why
Kennebunk-port, September 24, 1824.
the said account should not be allowed.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
A true Copy. Att e st,
1
GEO.
THACHER, Rrg'r.
LL persons indebted to the Subscriber, are
September 10,1824.
requested to make an immediate payment-—
Those indebted] to him, whose Accompts are of
one or more years standing ; are requested to call
and settle the same, by Note, or some other way,
by the first day of November next ; as all unset
JOS. G. MOODY,
tled accompts will be put out of his hands after the
OFFERS for sale a few thousand warranted laying
above date, for collection.
X shingles.
JASON N. LANGDON.
Sept. 17.
Kennebunk-Port, Sept. 22d. 1824.

40 bbls new Gennessee Flour

Take Notice.

A

Shingles.

Attention I To Farmers.

HpHE Subscriber has “rais’d” this season, a reASH at a fair price would be paid for a few hund
red pounds of Good Butter at the store of
markable fine Bull Calf, which he will ex
BARNABAS PALMER.
pose for sale at Public Auction, on Teusday the
September
17, I824.
filth day of Oct. next, at 3 o’clock P. M. The
said Calf was bred from a very fine English blood
ed Cow ; and for beauty of colour, symmetry of
form and size, he is not surpassed by any one ever
“rais’d” in the County of York. Farmers who ki LL persons indebted to the subscriber either
With pleasure, thousand hailed
feel interested in improving their breed of cattle,
by Note or Account are requested to make
The morning’s golden light ;
are invited t > call and see him.
payment on or before the TOth of October next
Gaily o’er life they sailed,
Kennebunk-Port, September 23. 1824.
After that time all* demands will be left with
Nor thought of death’s dark night;
JASON N. LANGDON.
E. E. Bourne Esq- for collection.
Whose race is run ; whose rays, like thine#
RICHARD GILLPATRICK.
Are lost, on earth no more to shine.
To the Honourable Senate and House of Representa
Sep-tember 17, 1824
tives for the State of Maine, in Legislature assem
Here, though alone I stand,
bled.
And mark thy less’ning light,
HE undersigned Committee chosen by the In
Many, throughout our land,
habitants of the town of Buxton, at a legal meet
Admire, with me, the sight,
ing of said inhabitants for the purpose of petitioning
Whose death bound eye shall ne’er behold
the Legislature of this State on the subject of annex GREENOUGH, BODWELL, & CO.
The rising light of fire and gold.
ing said town to the County of Cumberland, respect
HAVE FOR SALE,
Emblem of purity I
fully represent, that the said town of Buxton, in the
County of Yoik is bounded northerly, easterly and
In thee, we may behold
The saints’ eternity :
partly on the southerly end of said town by the coun I 30 Bls. and half bls. superfine Flour,
ty of Cumberland, the remaining southerly part b^
When death’s* dark gates unfold,
Bls. N03. 2 and S Mackerel!, &c.
tfve town of Saco, and westerly by Saco river, which
Peaceful they pass from motai «¿ew,To blaze in light forever new.
is the natural boundary between the said county of
September 17, 18-24.
York and Cumberland, north of said Buxton ; that
Like thee, the saints shall rise
the distance your petitioners are situated from the
In resurrection’s morn ;
place where the records of the Courity are kept, be
Glory shall greet their eyes,
ing on an average over twenty miles ; and a part of
And al! their souls adorn ;
the Courts held at a distance of nearly fifty miles, by
Shall rise to set no more in night,
which inconveniences they are greatly incommoded, HHHE Stockholders of the Kennebunk Bank
But shine in everlasting light.
And their expenses in accomplishing their business -*•
áíe notified that their annual m'.eting for
greatly enhansed ; that the delays consequent to liv choice of Directors will be holden at said,Bank on
ing so distant from the place of holding Courts is often Monday the 4th of October next at 3 o’clock
CANDOUR.
attended with severe loss and heavy charges and bills P. M. '
HYMN, BY DOCTOR. SCOTT.
of cost : that on the other hand the average distance
order of the President and Directors,
of your petitioners from Portland, where all the
ALL-SEEING God! ’tis thine to know
HENRY CLARK, Cashier. *
Courts are held, (except probate) and where the
The springs whence wrong opinions flow ;
County
records
are
kept
is
not
more,
and
we
think
September
17, 1824.
To judge from principles within,
less
than
fifteen
miles
:
that
the
almost
daily
inter

When frailty errs, and when we sin.
course between said towns would render the accom
plishment of business far more expeditious and less
Who among men, great Lor» of all !
expensive, and much more convenient. We, there
Thy servant to his bar shall call,
fore, in our said capacity, pray your Honors to pass qpHE subscriber respectfully requests all perJudge him, for modes of faith, thy foe#
an Act by which the said town of Buxton may be an
THE Subscriber having been appointed I
And doom him to the realms of woe !
sons indebted to him by Note or Account
nexed to the County of Cumberland, and as in duty
of more than three months standing to' make pay Agent of the Merchants Insurance Company for the
Who with another’s eye can read#
bound will ever pray.
purpose of making Insurance against Fire, will receive 1
Or worship by another’s creed !
ment prior to the first of October next.
WILLIAM MERRILL,? Cafmnittee
proposals from those in Kennebunk and the neigbour- i
ZENAS PAINE, j LomvluteeTrusting thy grace, we form our own#
He would also inform his customers that he.con- ing towns, who may wish to insure property.
And bow to thy commands alone.
Dated at Buxton, Jan. 13, A. D. 1824tinues to carry on thé Tailoring business at his
BENJAMIN SMITH. ;
Copied by C. B. Smith, Sec. of the Senate.
old stand—where, he will be happy to wait on those
Kennebunk, Aug, 13, 1824.
If wrong, correct; accept, if right;
wanting
work
done
in
the
line
of
his
profession.
While faithful, we improve our light#
STATE OF MAINE.
JAMES L. ROSS.
Condemning none, but zealous still
IN SENATE, FEB. 4» 1824To learn and follow ail thy will.
Kennebunk, Sept. 17, 1824.
On the pttition aforesaid—Ordered, That the pe
When shall our happy eyes behold
RESPECTFULLY informs the" public, that he] has
titioners cause an ,attested copy of theiapetidon, with
Thy people fashioned in thy mould ;
this order thereon t© be published in the Kennebunk
removed to the New Store opposite the Hay
And Charity our lineage prove,
Gazette, a paper printed in Kennebunk, and the Inde
Scales, where he intends keeping supplied with Goods
Derived from thee, O God of love I
JUST RECEIVER BY
pendent Statesman and Eastern Argus, papers printed
and earnestly solicits a share of their custom.
in Portland, three weeks successively, the lat publi
The least favor Lorn them shall be requited by a
cation to be sixty days, at least, before the first 'A edfaithful and upright discharge of duty in his line of
MisceAlane ous.
September 17, 1824.
nejjlay of the first session of the next Legislature, that
business.
all persons interested, may then appear, and shew
N. B. The Store, which he removed from, will be
CONTENTMENT.
cause, (if any they have) why the prayer of said pe
■leased, immediately, on application as above.
i
Happy—superlatively happy that man# and tition should not be granted.
Sept. 17.
/
that man only, who can say with the great
IHE proprietors and owners of certain lots of
Sent down for concurrence.
BENJAMIN AMES, President.
Apostle, “ I have learned in whatsoever state
land, lying and situated in Lyman, are here
In the House of Representatives, Feb. 5, 1824.
by informed that the same is taxed in the Tax bill
I am, therefyitS to be content.” And the
Read and concurred,
committed to me, the subscriber to collect for the
mind which is thus composed and at peace
BENJAMIN GREENE, Speaker.
year 1822, and is as follows
within himself, satisfied with that portion of
NTI DYSPEPTIC PILLS, prepared by HEN
A true copy attest,
MATTHEW WHIDDEN,
§1 73
enjoyment, which a wise and good Providence CHARLES B. SMITH, Secretary of the Senate.
RY JAMES.—An approved remedy for Dys-1
,
bounded by land of Benjamin Wbidden and peptia, or Indigestion, Habitual Cositiveness, an»
appoints, is no longer at the mercy of all the
,
'
Thomas Clark, and will be sold on Monday, Piles.
changes and chances of this sublunary world;
It is well fynown that Dyspeptia is one of the
4th October next, on the premises.
he has nobly emancipated himself from the
most frequent diseases of our country. Its com
Heirs of ROBERT SWANSON,
S2 72
general servitude to blind and capricious for
mencement is indicated in different patients by vari
lying by the County road, leading from ous symptoms, of which the most remarkable are—
tune. Equally, “ without a wish so mean as
Grant’s hill to the new Meeting House, and
Irregularity of the bowels, obstinate cositiveness,
to be great, as unseared by the spectre of pale
bounded by land of John Grant and William headach, commonly called nervous cr sick headach,
poverty,”' he is cool and tranquil enough to
Warren, and will be sold the 5th of October yellowness of the eyes and skin, acidity of the stom
relish all the humble blessings of his own state
ach after eating, often called heart burn, flatulence
next, on the premises.
of life. His bosom is at rest, not like the
or wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the mouth in
Heirs of Christopher Gillpatrick, 0 93
troubled sea, violent in its motions, and foul
bounded by the road o>n Lyman and Hollis the morning, foetid breath, drowsiness after dinneffi
debility, lassitude, emaciation, depression of spirits;
in its appearance ; but like a gentle rivulet
line, leading from Jonathan Dearings to Lim
HEATON’S noted Itch Ointment which has
&c.
all clear and serene, and exhibiting, as in a r v stood the test of all other ointment, and
erick road, and will be sold on Wednesday
Piles being connected with indigestion and cosi
mirror, every beauty ofthe landscape around which has always been sold at fifty cents per Box is
the 6th day of October next, on the prem tiveness are certeinly and speedilv removed by the
him, together with the splendor and magnifí now reduced to thirty seven and a half.
ises.
Pills.
cense of the heavens above.—Cosens? Ser Also—Doct. Davenfort’s BILIOUS PILLS.
Persons afflicted with any of the above symptoms,
Notice is therefore given that unless said taxes
For the time these Pills have been offered to the
are assuted that the Anti-Dyspeptic Pills are a- rem
mons.
public, the sales of them have exceeded the most and all necessary charges are paid on or before the edy well worth their attention, and entitled- to their
day
specified
for
the
sale
of
said
land
as
above
sta

sanguine expectations of the proprietor, which may
entire confidence.
An honest tar hired a horse to carry him be fairly considered an acknowledgment* of their ted, so much of said land will be sold at Public
Sold by JOHN LILLIE, i
Auction, to the highest bidder, as will raise a
virtues.
a few miles—but before he had got many many
KW.VEfltWJC
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Ken sum sufficient to discharge the same.
yards, he found he possessed the usual excel nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Kennebunk-Port by Doct.
August 22, 1823.
JOHN ROBERTS, jun. CoZZ^ar.
lencies of the unfortunate four footed hire J. N. Langdon-—in Wells by N. Morrill—in Dover
Lyman, September 2, 1824.___________ _
lings of the road, such as blindness, lame by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Druggist in Portland
ness, stumbling &c. The sailor, however, and Boston, and by some persons in the principle
from Maine to Georgia.
A FAMILY HORSE for sale, which will be
(having been unshipped twice, with very lit towns
A good assortment of Justice Blau^
Also—Wheaton’s well known JAUNDICE
sold low, if applied for immediately.
tle ceremony, in the length of half a mile, by BITTERS, for sale as aboye,
for
sale at this Office..
dnqiiire
of
the
Printer.
the animal falling on bis knees) hit upon a
Kennebunk, March i, 1823.

C

THE SETTING. SUN.

Regent of day, farewell!
Thy Lgdeclining rays
A solemWroral. teli
Of mdr’s fast fleeting days.
They mark his fading glory here,
Which soon, like thine, shall disappear.

! i

HUTTER.

Notice.

Corn, Flour and Marker elk

T

Bushels Coni,

Bank Notice,

%

law—that they continue to make Insurance against
Fire, as expressed in their policies, for sums not excetding thirty thousand dollars on a risk.
Proposals for Insurance may be made verbally, or
in writing. No particular form is necessary to be ob. •
served, but the applicant should give such a descrip,
tion of the premises to be insured, and such iufcrnia* ,
tion as may be necessary to enable the Company to
make a just computation of the risk.
The circumstances that most generally affect the
risk, are the size and height of the building ; the
number of fires kept therein ; the materials of which
the walls of the buildings are composed ; the materials
of which the roof is composed ; how occupied ; '
whether connected with other buildings, or separate^ |
what other buffings are in the vicinity#-lso near as jo*
increase the risk, and what the facility with which
engines, ladders and water may be obtained in caseo
fire.
f
Some of the facts may be best communicated by ((
a p!an; which may be easily sketched from memory? :
by any person acquainted with the premises, with
sufficient accuracy to give an idea of the relative size?
situation and connexion of the buildings.
Where Insurance is wanted on several buildings, it '
is necessary to state how much is wanted on each.
|
The Company insure any sum on a building, or’ :
property not exceeding the full value of the destruc- j
table interest at hazard. They pi efer however, to in
sure something less than the full value.
Insurance may be made on any kind of property I
for account of the owner, and the policy assigned to- |
any other person as collateral security with the Com- I
pany’s consent, or the loss may be* made payable to
any other person, when the policy is made.
Contingent interests may be insured, being describ- !
ed as such ; as property mortgaged, or on which advances have been made, or responsibilities incurred.— I
Furniture and Household Goods, as well as Building? 1
and Merchandize, may bf. insdrfd. The Premium is* 1
paid in cash, on receipt of the policy. The Loss is 1
paid in cash, in thirty days after proof.
The proof required is such as shall be reasonable, ]
according to the nature and circumstances of the.case; 1
and if the parties cannot agree as to'what is reasonable 1
proof, it is to be submitted to reference, or determined I
by law, as the person insured shall prefer.
In Fire Insurance the Company .pay all losses, how- |
ever small, and they pay the whole loss, providedit
do not exceed the sum insured, whether the prop- |
.erty be fully insured or not.
|
The expense of Insurance on the safest class of
brick buildings in Boston, is 55 cents to insure $ioo
for a year, $2 jo per annum tu insure 1900.
On the safest class of wooden buildings, such as
Dwelling Houses standing alone, occupied by one
family and not liable to be burned by another build- |
ing, the premium is hafper cent per annum. _
On the class of brick buildings above mentioned, ii I
requires the premiums of Four Hundred years to pay |
a loss. On the class of wooden buildings, it requires 1
the premiums of T<vso Hundred years, and this is on
the suppositon that there will be no partial losses dur
ing the time ; but a considerable portion of the premiums will be required to pay partial losses.
It appears evident therefore that the premiums de» >
manded on these risks are very moderate.
, 3
For risks of a more hazardous nature, the premi- f
um is increased in proportion to the augmentation of .
the hazard.
The conditions on which this Company insure, are
believed to be as favorable and convenient to the assured, as they can be made, consistently with a due
regard to the interests and security of the Institution. *
The Company continue to make Insurance on Ma- |
rine Risks as heretofore, for sums not exceeding Thir» '
ty Thousand Dollars on a risk.
Per order,
MOSES L. HALE, Sedy. j
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